1989 Humvee M1026
Lot sold
Year of manufacture
Country VAT
Mileage
Gearbox

Drive
1989
AU
65 461 mi /
105 350 km
Manual

Number of seats

2

Number of doors

4

Drivetrain
Lot number

Interior colour
Condition

RHD
Green
Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Green

Car type

Other

2wd
80

Description
1989 Humvee M1026
Year: 1989
Make: Humvee
Model: M1026
Body: 4-Door Crew Cab RHD
Odometer: Indicating 65,461 miles
Engine: 6.2L Detroit diesel
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Green/Green
Seats: 4
Description/extras:
- Matching numbers
- Military deployment in the Gulf war-invasion of Panama
- Slant back release/ full military accessory fitment
- Powerful 6.2L Detroit diesel
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- Unrestored condition
- Functional order
As an iconic piece of US military history, this 1989 Humvee M1026 presents as a highly collectible
investment opportunity for the US military vehicle collector. Equipped with basic armour, a roof
weapon mount, a VRC radio and a front winch, this example is finished in matte green with a
matching interior design. With all the gear for military deployment, this vehicle is extremely
collectable.
Its body showcases a post war condition with what is believed to be bullet dents displayed on the
rear bar concluding this vehicle is as heavy duty as it looks and without a doubt proves durable.
Powered by a bulletproof 6.2L Detroit diesel engine and linked to a 3-speed automatic transmission,
the M1026 is capable of climbing gradients as steep as 31 degrees thanks to its immense torque,
suiting it perfectly to battle conditions. In good running order, this desirable vehicle would
complement any collection.
Built by AM General in 1989, the Humvee M1026 Slant Back is an armoured armament carrier which
saw its first military deployment in the Gulf War and the invasion of Panama. The M1026's rich and
successful military history has brought it to be highly collectable today. Examples in this condition
are rarely seen, making this an excellent opportunity to own an exciting piece of U.S. military history.
Chassis: not sighted
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1542
GCCMUSA
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